Phase division multiplexed EIT for enhanced temporal resolution.
The most commonly used EIT paradigm (time division multiplexing) limits the temporal resolution of impedance images due to the need to switch between injection electrodes. Advances have previously been made using frequency division multiplexing (FDM) to increase temporal resolution, but in cases where a fixed range of frequencies is available, such as imaging fast neural activity, an upper limit is placed on the total number of simultaneous injections. The use of phase division multiplexing (PDM) where multiple out of phase signals can be injected at each frequency is investigated to increase temporal resolution. TDM, FDM and PDM were compared in head tank experiments, to compare transfer impedance measurements and spatial resolution between the three techniques. A resistor phantom paradigm was established to investigate the imaging of one-off impedance changes, of magnitude 1% and with durations as low as 500 µs (similar to those seen in nerve bundles), using both PDM and TDM approaches. In head tank experiments, a strong correlation (r > 0.85 and p < 0.001) was present between the three sets of measured transfer impedances, and no statistically significant difference was found in reconstructed image quality. PDM was able to image impedance changes down to 500 µs in the phantom experiments, while the minimum duration imaged using TDM was 5 ms. PDM offers a possible solution to the imaging of fast moving impedance changes (such as in nerves), where the use of triggering or coherent averaging is not possible. The temporal resolution presents an order of magnitude improvement of the TDM approach, and the approach addresses the limited spatial resolution of FDM by increasing the number of simultaneous EIT injections.